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IntroductIon
Selection of thenumber of teeth for eachgear ina gear

train such that the output to input a,ngular velocity ratio is a
specifled value is ill preblem considered by rela,tively few
published works on geu design. McComb and Malson U1
have listed five methods. all of which involve cut,and.try
procedures, Spotts 1[21described, a sixth cut-and-try 'technique,
and Page 131listed 14,000 gear ratios and the number o:f teeth
on the gears involved. -

The following seetions show that several theorems from
continued, orc'ltain, fractions are applicable to the gear
problem ,at hand, and suggest ill d,in:c! means for determining
[he number of teeth on each gear. A numerical method is
outlined andlluee examples of its use terminate the
discussion,

Continued Fraction
Following Hardy and Wright !14.1, the continued fraction

ao+ _

a'i + _

1+- (I)

will be denoted by lal)' "I, ... ,a ,I, if tile continued fraction
has N + I variables Qu• 01' .••• a" and by Ian. ,01' ••. 1 if it
continues. indefinitely. If 0 ~ n ~ N the pertlal fraction
represented by Ian. ,a'", .. ,. , ani is termed the nih convergell'
10 [au. QI •••• a d. A contjnued fraction i aid Ito be simple
if 01 through 0, inclusive are all positive and integral.

The fundemental theorem. for gear appllcarlons is that
Theorem .I:

IJp~and Qn aee defined by

Po =a"q,,= I
PI =Gual + I Q'I =a. (2)

Pn=o"Pn I+P"
Q'n'=,(1.Qn 1 +,q"

(3)

(4)
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Substituli.(ln i:nto 0) verifies that
[,Qoll =-00

I -I· ,0'0"'1 + I
aD. "Ij ==, al

(5)

a2al''''O + 0z + ,ao
1[00,01, all'" Ialai +

from which it follow ,after algebraic manipulation. that

- I
Ilao, ad =ao +-,a,

1(8)

(9)
and- -- 1
lao, al •... "Qn-"! 'Qnl =(0'0. "I, .. '. , 0,,-2. a._I + -] (10)

o~

Equalions (6) and (7) verify the theorem for II '" 0 and n'
= I. Assuming it to betrue for n' ~ m, for In <: N. then

r - Pm O",P",_I +,P",-2
0'0.,0'''' .... , am_l,a",]= -- = _;.;....c.....:.......;:..:;,:-.::..

'Q", a",q",-1 +qm-2

where Pm-I, P",-l, tim-I, qm-2 all de,pend ,only 'upon 00,
01 •••• , a",_I' From 1(10) it follows that
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,11",. I(a",q'ml + q", -J) + q -l

a", "IPm +P'm-I P'",-I== .. ---
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(12)

and the theorem is proved by induction. Replace m by n - I in
(12) 1.0 obtain relation (3) and (4).

Hardy and Wright 1141al 0 provedthe following theorems
which are of importance '10 gear design.

Theorem 2:
The conveJgenls 10 a simple continued {r,Bcllon, re in their

lowest terms.
Theorem 3:

Any rational number can be represented by a finite simple
continued fraction.
~heorlfm 4:

•f N ::> I", n ::> 0" then the difference

PH p"----
tiN a,
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decreases steadib in absolute value asa increases. Also

PN (-W.5n.
q,,-- -Pn =

qN q,,+1
0<6,,<1,0, -1=llorl ~1I~.N-2where

I~- p" ,I~_·I_~~
,q'l q" ,! qnq" I q;

for n ~ N- I, with inequalitj' in both places ,excepl when
n=N-1.
Theor:em5:

U 00' Ill' 02 •..•. is iii sequence of integers for which ,Q'I,

02, •..• are all positive, then [ao, til, ... , anll tends-to a limit
as n goes to' infinily.
Theorem 6:

EveI)' irrational number can be expressed in just one way as
an infinite simple continued fraction.
Theorem 7:

Theorem 4 holds (except for references to N) for infinite
continued fractions, and

I p", p" III 1. I
q", - q" < qnq."1 < q.l··

Together these mean that the numerator and denominator
of the rational gear ratio have no factors in common and thaI
'if the gear ratio i irrational it is possible to approximate it to
within- any degree of accuracy by increasing the number of
terms in the continued fraction. Inparticular, this enabtes a
computer program 10' be written in which the user may
specify, and realize, the accuracy of a geaa jrain 10' ap-
proximate any desired speed ratio,

and

Numerical Me&hod
Evaluation of the "0, "I •.... terms is according to Euclid's

algorirhm, which yields

01 .INT(R)
PI "I

YI =fRCeR)
(/1 = I

(14)P2

andfmn ~ 3,

)/" = -",,)III 1+)/"

q" =a"Q" I +q" 2 ( 15)

where Ris either the desired ratio of the angular velocity of
the output shaft 10 that of the input. shan, or the inverse, INT
(R) is the lacgest li.ntegerequalto or less than R, and FRC (R)
= R - INT(R).

Because of the variety of prog'ramming codes, the program
wlll be presented as a now chart. III it E 'is 'the maximum
acceptable error, defined as

Input data 10 program OEAR RAnOis the desired speed
ratio, R, and the magnitude of the acceptable error, E. Err,or
E may be decreased by REVISE if the user wished to examine
the effect of considering rational approximations for a
sequence of decreasing E values ..

Examples

Three examples will be considered: one where R is rational
andp" and flv are factora.ble, one where bOlhp, and (J'/V3rc
not factorable, and one where R is irrational.

Example J. Find a. gear train providing an angular velocity
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FIG. i-Flowchart for GEAR RATIO program

ratio of2.871 with an error not greater than .0.000001.
Cernpurajion time for a. program implemented on a

Hewlett-Packard HP41CV is approximately 9.9 s 1.0 find rhae

»» 287l
--=--
q. WOO

isthe only rarienal tha! will salisfythe accuracy requirement.
Use ora fact·oring routine leads to the possible gear train

"'I 3387 . .R= - == - x - == 2 871000
"'2 2:S 40 . .

Thus, NI "" 25, N2 '" Jj, NJ '" 40, and N4 == 81, where gears
2: and 3 are oa the same shaft, gear 1 on the input shaft meshes
wilh gear 2, and gear 4 on the output shafl meshes with gear 3,.

Example 2.. Find a gear Irain providing an angular velocity
ratio of 2.68 withan error no more than 0,0001.

According to formulas (B),. 04), and OS)

QI INT(2.68)=2 Q2 WNT(~) = I
}II

.PI 2 pz 3
a, I ql I
}II 0.68 J'2 - 1-0.68 =0.32

INT ( 0.68 )_
114 8,Q'] -- -2

0.32
Pl 8 P4 67
qJ 3 Q4 2S
}ll 0.04· h (I

so that Nz "" P. "" 67, NI
2.680000.

(Continued to page 44)



AMOUN'! THAT tOOl'"
lENGTH 15 IREOUCt'O DUE TO
I ,VOLUTE ,",DO rreATiON

B'.U PITCH - MIWI"IUM U'NC,tw or ,CDI'ITACTrD~ CDNTINUO\lS ACTION

Fig. 19 - Diagram Illustrating Lack of Continuous Action Resulting born
Involute ModiHc lion.

interrupted action. Fig. 17 shows diagrammatically a pair of
gears in which the teeth are shertenedto such an, extent that
they lack continuous action, and hence fail to transmit
uniform, angular motion. It will be noticed that the base
pitch, which is the circular pitch transferred to the base circle
is greater in length than, the actuallen.gth of contact.

Lack, of Continuous AcHoD Due Ito Undercut
Fig. 18 shows another condition ,that can result in lack of!

continuous action. Here two U-tooth pinions are shown in
mesh" and it will be seen that the actual length of in,volute
contact falls far short of meeting the requirements for contin-
uous action, There are two reasons for this. One is the small
number of teeth in the mating gears, and the other is, the small
pressure ,angle. The small pressure angle results ID,a severe
undercutting of the flanks of the teeth, and the small number
of teeth, of course, reduces the number of teeth In cont,act.

Lack of Continuous .Adion Due to, 'f;ooth Modifi.cation
Another condition that can cause lack o.fcontinuous action

is involute modification. Fig. 19 illustrates a pair ,of gears, the
tooth shape on one ofthese gears .being modiRed near the tip.
In this 'case, true involute contact does not start at the tip of
the tooth on one gear, and hence, falls short of complete
proflleoontact, Under light loading conditions,. these gears
might fan for continuous action, because of the shortened
tooth proffie above Ithe pitch rude; but under heavy loading,
the contad eeuld extend over a greater length 'of the tooth
profile. Gears aI'lesometimes 'cut "off" pressure angle to com-
pensate for tooth deflection under hea.viJyloaded conditions;
also to takecare of tooth distortion due to heat treatment ..
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DETERMINATION OF IGEAR RATIOS ...
(Continued from page 36)
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flG. 2-F1owchart for fACTOR :program

Example 3. Design a ge~r train to provide anangul.ar
velocity ratio of IS..Computer 011.1.1'1.11 is displayed ill Table I
along with the computaiionlimes using program GEAR
RATIO followed by successive uses of REVlSE.

Use ,of 3. facl,oring rouline once again for N, = 288,9 and
N: ;;;1292 yields a four gear set with

27 107 _ ..
R= 19 X.6"8=2.236068L

Thus, N, := 19, Nl '" 27, NJ = 68, and N4 es 107 teeth.
Obtaining still greater accuracy is more difficult. from a.
practical viewpoint because 1.3 and 421 are the Qnly factors of
5473 while 47 and ~103 are the only factors of 5 1,841.

The flowchart (or a typical factoring routine is shown in
Fig. 2.

Table I Ralional numbers approximating 5

E P,.. q", ApproJl. computa.tion"
hme(s)

x 10-2 .38 17 4
x 10 - ) 38 17 2
x 10-" 161 72 J
x 10- s 68.2 30S ..
x 10-6 289 1292 J
xlO-7 12,238 5473 4
x 10 -8 12.238 5473 S
xio -9 115.920 51,841 S
The firsl calculation used the 'GEAR RATIO program and the

remaining calculations were performed by enlering I.he program III
REVISE. Direci calculalion of ihe last ratio (liS '9201S 184D using
GEAR RATIO required approximately 18 s. ral.her 'than the 30
required for rhe slcp·by·slcp calculations.
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